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Toxic Leadership Defined

“The misery caused by unethical leaders drives home an important point: 
Ethics is at the heart of  leadership. When we assume the benefits of  leadership, 
we also assume ethical burdens. I believe that, as leaders, we must make every 
effort to act in such a way as to benefit rather than damage others, to cast light 
instead of  shadow. Doing so will significantly reduce the likelihood that we will 
join the future ranks of  fallen leaders.” –Craig E. Johnson 1



Source” Adapted from 
Lipman-Blumen, J. (2005). 
The allure of  toxic leaders: 
Why we follow destructive 
bosses and corrupt politicians 
– and how we can survive 
them.  Oxford, England.

Destructive Behaviors and Toxic Qualities
of  Toxic Leaders



Toxic Leadership Defined
Harvard professor Barbara Kellerman believes that limiting our 
understanding of  leadership solely to good leadership ignores the reality that 
a great many leaders engage in destructive behaviors. Overlooking that fact, 
Kellerman says, undermines our attempts to promote good leadership: 

“I take it as a given that we promote good leadership not by ignoring bad 
leadership, nor by presuming that it is immutable, but rather by attacking it as 
we would a disease that is always pernicious and sometimes deadly.” 1



Toxic Leadership Defined

According to Kellerman, bad leaders can be ineffective, unethical, or ineffective and unethical. 
She identifies seven types of  bad leaders:
• Incompetent
• Rigid
• Intemperate
• Callous
• Corrupt
• Insular
• Evil



Toxic Leadership Defined

• Incompetent. These leaders don’t have the motivation or the ability to sustain effective 
action. They may lack emotional or academic intelligence, for example, or be careless, 
distracted, or sloppy. Some cannot function under stress, and their communication and 
decisions suffer as a result. Former International Olympic Committee president Juan 
Antonio Samaranch (1961– 2000) is one example of  an incompetent leader. Toward the end 
of  his tenure he turned a blind eye to commercialism, drug scandals, and corruption in the 
Olympic movement. 

• Rigid. Rigid leaders may be competent, but they are unyielding, unable to accept new ideas, 
new information, or changing conditions. Thabo Mbeki is one such leader. After becoming 
president of  South Africa in 1999, he insisted that HIV does not cause AIDS and withheld 
antiretroviral drugs from HIV-positive pregnant women. These medications would have 
dramatically cut the transmission of  the disease to their babies. 1



Toxic Leadership Defined

• Intemperate. Intemperate leaders lack self-control and are enabled by followers who don’t 
want to intervene or can’t. The political career of  Marion Barry, Jr., demonstrates 
intemperate leadership in action. Barry served as mayor of  Washington, D.C., from 1979 to 
1991. He ignored widespread corruption in his administration, perhaps in part because he 
was busy cheating on his wife and doing drugs. Barry was convicted of  possessing crack 
cocaine and served six months in jail. After being released from prison, he was elected to the 
city council in 1992 and was reelected as mayor in 1994. During his administrations, the 
district’s schools and public services deteriorated while the murder rate soared. 

• Callous. The callous leader is uncaring or unkind, ignoring or downplaying the needs, 
wants, and wishes of  followers. Former hotel magnate Leona Helmsley personifies the 
callous leader. She earned the title “the Queen of  Mean” by screaming at employees and 
firing them for minor infractions such as having dirty fingernails. Helmsley later served time 
in prison for tax evasion. (She once quipped, “Only the little people pay taxes.”) 1



Toxic Leadership Defined

• Corrupt. These leaders and at least some of  their followers lie, cheat, and 
steal. They put self-interest ahead of  the public interest. Former United Way 
of  America chief  William Aramony is an exemplar of  this type of  leader. 
Aramony used United Way funds to buy and furnish an apartment for his 
girlfriend and to pay for vacations. His top financial officers helped him hide 
his illegal actions. Aramony and his colleagues were convicted on fraud-
related charges. 



Toxic Leadership Defined

• Insular. The insular leader draws a clear boundary between the welfare of  his or 
her immediate group or organization and outsiders. Former U.S. president Bill 
Clinton behaved in an insular manner when he didn’t intervene in the Rwandan 
genocide that took the lives of  800,000 to 1 million people in 1994. He later 
traveled to Africa to apologize for failing to act even though he had reliable 
information describing how thousands of  Tutsis were being hacked to death by 
their Hutu neighbors. 

• Evil. Evil leaders commit atrocities, using their power to inflict severe physical or 
psychological harm. Foday Sankoh is one example of  an evil leader. He started a 
civil war in Sierra Leone in 1991. His army, which included many boy soldiers, 
carried out a campaign of  rape and murder. The rebels were also known for 
chopping off  the legs, hands, and arms of  innocent civilians. 1



Toxic Leadership Defined

Leaders must take into account the potential far-ranging consequences of  every choice. 
Shadows fall when leaders forget this. 1
The Shadow of  Power – leaders that don’t consider effects of  their decisions on others or 
don’t care
The Shadow of  Privilege – leaders who use their position for private gain or national interest

The Shadow of  Mismanaged Information – leaders who use misleading, or withhold 
information

The Shadow of  Inconsistency – inconsistent laws of  different locations (human rights)

The Shadow of  Broken/Misplaced Loyalties – leaders ignore duties to those they don’t 
know and will never meet



Toxic Leadership Example #1

A West Virginia coal mine explosion took the lives of  29 miners after officials 
at Massey Energy failed to follow basic safety procedures. 1

Shadow of  Inconsistency

Shadow of  Mismanaged Information

Shadow of  Misplaced and Broken Loyalties



Toxic Leadership Example #2

Efforts to build schools for children in Pakistan and Afghanistan were 
endangered when Central Asia Institute founder and best-selling author Greg 
Mortenson misspent donor funds. 1

Shadow of  Mismanaged Information

Shadow of  Irresponsibility

Shadow of  Power



Toxic Leadership Example #3

400,000 women caught in Congo’s civil war were raped in one 12-month period 
as military leaders engaged in a campaign of  sexual terrorism. 1

Shadow of  Power

Shadow of  Irresponsibility

Shadow of  Privilege



Toxic Leadership

I have experienced toxic leadership in my own career several times:
• Corrupt senior pastor poisons local church with groupthink and fear 
• Director at high-tech firm outright lies to senior management in order to serve her 

own agenda
• Insecure manager steals young employee’s work and presents to senior management 

as her own

• Former hi-tech employee commits suicide after being laid-off  in mass with no 
notice



Toxic Leadership

Experience has taught me that I do not want to work in the presence of  toxic 
leadership and that I can make a change in the cycle by educating myself  and 
taking steps towards positive change. I don’t know where this Master’s degree 
will take me, but hopefully I can use it to find an ethics officer position in a 
company where I can help keep the environment toxic-free for others.



How I Can  Make a Difference

“The most difficult thing is the decision to act, the rest is merely tenacity. The 
fears are paper tigers. You can do anything you decide to do. You can act to 
change and control your life; and the procedure, the process is its own reward.”
--Amelia Earhart, Aviation pioneer



How I Can  Make a Difference

• I can understand and recognize the shadow side of  leadership. 

• I can look inward and know who I am 

• I can be aware of  my own strengths in efforts to make change. 

• I can take what I have learned about ethical standards and strategies to affect 
positive change. 1



How I Can  Make a Difference

Personal Leadership Style

• Laissez Faire

• Team has freedom and autonomy and is responsible for their own deadlines

• Leader provides support and resources if  needed but otherwise does not interfere

• Transformational
• Team is held to a high standard and are accountable for their actions

• Leader motivates with a shared vision, communicates well, and is generally self  aware, 
authentic, empathetic and humble  3



How I Can  Make a Difference

Personal Strength Themes

• Arranger—organized yet flexible, likes to see how everything fits together

• Strategic—create alternative ways to proceed.  Faced with any given scenario, they can 
quickly spot the relevant patterns and issue

• Learner—great desire to lean and want to continuously improve

• Includer—accepting of  others.  Show awareness of  those who feel left out and make an 
effort to include them

• Achiever— great deal of  stamina and work hard. Take great satisfaction from being busy 
and productive  2



How I Can  Make a Difference

The following are specific ways I can use my strength themes to make a 
difference:
• Take the time to fully reflect or muse about a goal that I want to achieve until 

the related patterns and issues emerge. Remember that this musing time is 
essential to strategic thinking. 

• I can see repercussions more clearly than others can. I need to take 
advantage of  this ability by planning my range of  responses in detail. There 
is little point in knowing where events will lead if  I am not ready when I get 
there. 2



How I Can  Make a Difference

• Find a group that I think does important work, and contribute my strategic thinking. 
A place where I can be a leader with my ideas. 

• My strategic thinking will be necessary to keep a vivid vision from deteriorating into 
an ordinary pipe dream. Fully consider all possible paths toward making the vision a 
reality. Wise forethought can remove obstacles before they appear. 

• Make myself  known as a resource for consultation with those who are stumped by a 
particular problem or hindered by a particular obstacle or barrier. By naturally 
seeing a way when others are convinced there is no way, I can lead them to success. 
2



How I Can  Make a Difference

• I am likely to anticipate potential issues more easily than others. Though my awareness of  
possible danger might be viewed as negativity by some, I must share my insights if  I am 
going to avoid these pitfalls. To prevent misperception of  my intent, point out not only the 
future obstacle, but also a way to prevent or overcome it. I must trust my insights, and use 
them to ensure the success of  my efforts. 

• Help others understand that my strategic thinking is not an attempt to belittle their ideas, 
but is instead a natural propensity to consider all the facets of  a plan objectively. Rather than 
being a naysayer, I am actually trying to examine ways to ensure that the goal is 
accomplished, come what may. My talents will allow me to consider others’ perspectives 
while keeping the end goal in sight. 2



How I Can  Make a Difference

• Trust my intuitive insights as often as possible. Even though I might not be able to 
explain them rationally, my intuitions are created by a brain that instinctively 
anticipates and projects. I must have confidence in these perceptions. 

• Partner with someone with strong Activator talents. With this person’s need for 
action and your need for anticipation, I can forge a powerful partnership. 

• Make sure that I am involved in the front end of  new initiatives or enterprises. My 
innovative yet procedural approach will be critical to the genesis of  a new venture 
because it will keep its creators from developing deadly tunnel vision. 2



There is Hope

“And moral beauty happens when someone carves out a place for compassion in a 
largely ruthless universe. It happened in the French village of  Le Chambon during the 
war, and it happened in and near the American village of  Hull during the long lifetime 
of  Joshua James. It happens, and it fails to happen, in almost every event of  people’s 
lives together— in streets, in kitchens, in bedrooms, in workplaces, in wars. But 
sometimes it happens in a way that engrosses the mind and captivates memory. 
Sometimes it happens in such a way that the people who make it happen seem to unify 
the universe around themselves like powerful magnets. Somehow they seem to redeem 
us all from deathlike indifference. They carve a place for caring in the very middle of  
the quiet and loud storms of  uncaring that surround— and eventually kill— us all.” 1
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